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my company has a very complex software package that was written in excel. we were able to eliminate all
the xls source file and create a customized exe file. with the doneex excel compiler we were able to create a
professional looking excel file that not only looks slick but is completely secure. i have found a product that

is truly a blue ocean. the xcell compiler is a great product that can be used to protect excel files. it is easy to
use and is an amazing product. as a bonus, it is quite inexpensive. my company was doing very well. we

needed to secure our excel files so that nobody could steal our source code. the products we reviewed did
not come close to what we needed. i looked for months. i discovered the doneex xcell compiler. it is a very

efficient tool that has eliminated the xls file and has created a professional looking exe. this is the best
product i have ever used. my company developed a financial software package that was written in excel. we
have been looking for a solution for over 6 months. the doneex xcell compiler is easy to use. as a bonus, it is

very inexpensive. i was looking for a way to protect my excel files to stop any unauthorized persons from
stealing my source code. a friend recommended the doneex xcell compiler. it has proven to be the best
product i have found. i have given it to 5 of my friends and all of them were very impressed with it. i was
looking for a product to protect my excel files. after reviewing a few products, i found the doneex xcell
compiler. i was impressed by the product. i like the fact that it is easy to use and is a very affordable

product.
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my company is a software development shop
where we have a complex suite of excel macros

to make our jobs easier. we have a large
customer base spread across multiple

departments and we have no way of centrally
managing them all. thats where xcell compiler
comes in. it provides us with a very simple way
of centrally managing our customers macro's.

this product is amazing. i have been using it for
a year now and have never had a problem. its

ease of use, quick execution, and overall quality
of work is unsurpassed. i would recommend
doneex xcell compiler to any developer with

serious security needs. my only regret is that i
didnt buy it years ago. the xcell compiler offers
the best combination of features, ease of use,

and value for money. as a microsoft excel
product it is also invaluable to my work and can

be trusted with the most sensitive of data. i
have no hesitation in recommending the doneex

xcell compiler. the doneex xcell compiler is a
fantastic tool that i recommend to all developers

with a requirement for secure and easy to use
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excel applications. you can trust the doneex
xcell compiler with your most sensitive data. i

would recommend this product to any developer
with serious security needs. my only regret is

that i didnt buy it years ago. the xcell compiler
offers the best combination of features, ease of
use, and value for money. as a microsoft excel
product it is also invaluable to my work and can

be trusted with the most sensitive of data. i
have no hesitation in recommending the doneex
xcell compiler. i have used this product for many

years and with each year i am impressed with
its quality and reliability. the support is excellent
and you will not be disappointed if you choose
this product.the support team is amazing. very
friendly and helpful. i have used their product

for many years and have never had a problem.
they even went the extra step to get my product

working after it was stolen. i have
recommended them to everyone i know. thank

you again. 5ec8ef588b
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